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A B S T R A C T   

Universal and fast bacterial detection technology is imperative for food safety analyses and diagnosis of infec-
tious diseases. Although surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has recently emerged as a powerful so-
lution for detecting diverse microorganisms, its widespread application has been hampered by strong signals 
from surrounding media that overwhelm target signals and require time-consuming and tedious bacterial sep-
aration steps. By using SERS analysis boosted with a newly proposed deep learning model named dual-branch 
wide-kernel network (DualWKNet), a markedly simpler, faster, and effective route to classify signals of two 
common bacteria E. coli and S. epidermidis and their resident media without any separation procedures is 
demonstrated. With outstanding classification accuracies up to 98%, the synergistic combination of SERS and 
deep learning serves as an effective platform for “separation-free“ detection of bacteria in arbitrary media with 
short data acquisition times and small amounts of training data.   

1. Introduction 

Bacteria-induced illnesses, whether they are caused by direct bac-
terial infection or by exposure to bacterial toxins, can induce painful 
symptoms and even lead to death (Henkel et al., 2010). Therefore, rapid 
detection of bacteria is crucial to prevent the intake of contaminated 
foods and to diagnose infections from clinical samples, such as urine 
(Lazcka et al., 2007). However, conventional cultivation and plating 
methods can take days for accurate diagnoses, and more recent methods 
such as polymerase chain reaction or enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay have limited practicability as they also require laborious extrac-
tion and incubation steps that take at least several hours (Delehanty and 
Ligler, 2002; Jo et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018). 

As an alternative, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is 
an effective tool for the rapid acquisition of characteristic bacteria 
spectra. Molecule-specific spectra are obtained, where peaks at certain 
wavenumbers represent specific vibrations of molecular bonds (Schmidt 
et al., 2012). Past studies have successfully demonstrated the attainment 
of “fingerprint” Raman spectra of various bacteria, where spectral 

information from bacterial cell walls is obtained by placing cells on 
noble metal nanostructures that significantly enhance inherently weak 
Raman signals (Wang et al., 2016). Among the various media used for 
bacterial dispersion, water is frequently chosen because it has a suffi-
ciently small Raman cross section and provides minimum signal inter-
ference for relatively easy attainment of water-dispersed bacteria 
spectra (Sengupta et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2014). Nevertheless, because 
there are many overlapping peak sources such as proteins in cell walls, it 
is often challenging to obtain consistent and clear spectra (Lorenz et al., 
2017; Witkowska et al., 2019). Consequently, it may be difficult to 
distinguish signals from different bacterial types by simply identifying 
their key peaks, and therefore statistical methods such as principal 
component analysis (PCA) have been applied for spectral classification 
(Wang et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, direct detection of bacteria in solutions (e.g., broth 
medium) is more challenging because bacterial signals are substantially 
overlapped by those from the media itself or are masked by an additional 
fluorescence background that leads to noisy spectra (Butler et al., 2016; 
Marotta and Bottomley, 2010; Yang et al., 2018). In recent research, to 
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reduce solution interference, bacteria have been extracted from their 
media in ways such as membrane filtration after antibody and nano-
particle attachment or selective capturing of bacteria cells onto a func-
tionalized nanostructured surface (Cho et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2011). 
However, bacteria separation steps are usually tedious and thus require 
additional preparation time, which takes much longer than needed for 
Raman measurements and subsequent analysis procedures (Yang et al., 
2018). Therefore, a more effective approach that can overcome the 
medium signal-interference issues and provide much-improved cost-ef-
fectiveness and measurement throughput is needed. 

In this study, we developed an original approach to rapidly identify 
bacterial signals measured directly in various media by implementing a 
highly accurate newly developed deep learning model, Dual-Branch 
Wide Kernel Network (DualWKNet). Deep learning is a state-of-the-art 
artificial intelligence method for hierarchical extraction of features 
using multiple layers with trainable parameters and has been applied to 
various fields including computer vision and natural language process-
ing (Goodfellow et al., 2016; He et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017) It has 
also been applied to Raman spectroscopy with models such as a 1D 
convolution neural network architecture adapted from the ResNet 
model (1D-ResNet) (Ho et al., 2019) and a deep learning-based 
component identification (DeepCID) model proposed to determine the 
chemical components of a mixture via analysis of their Raman spectra 
(Fan et al., 2019). In contrast to these previous models that simply 
modified 2D image analysis models from computer vision research, we 
designed the DualWKNet model that efficiently learns the correlation 
between spectral features that are important in analyzing 1D spectral 
data. The DualWKNet model consists of two separate branches of large 
kernel sizes to extract and learn features in spectral data. As a result, 
while previous deep learning-based SERS analysis required thousands of 
data per class to correctly learn and distinguish spectra (Fan et al., 2019; 
Ho et al., 2019), DualWKNet showed excellent performance with few 
hundred spectra that requires significantly less data collection time. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to combine SERS 
and deep learning to collect and distinguish SERS signals of bacteria in 
multiple media, without laborious bacteria separation or capturing 
procedures. The Raman signals of E. coli and S. epidermidis dispersed in 
water, artificial urine, ground beef solution, milk, and nutrient broth 
were obtained by placing samples on SERS substrates and collecting 
Raman data. Then, the data collected from each medium was catego-
rized into three classes, two bacteria types and the medium, by using the 
DualWKNet model that was trained with the attained data. We achieved 
up to 98% accuracy in categorizing bacterial spectra with five-fold cross- 
validation tests. Through this strategy, we demonstrate that bacterial 
signals can be distinguished from those of the medium to show that they 
can be identified despite the existence of highly interfering media sig-
nals. Ultimately, this deep learning-based SERS analysis method for 
bacterial identification shows great promise as a rapid detection and 
diagnostic tool that can be extended to classify more diverse bacteria 
and solution types. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Bacteria sample preparation 

Escherichia coli (E. coli NEB E4104S) and Staphylococcus epidermidis 
(S. epidermidis KCTC 1917) were obtained from New England Biolabs 
and the Korean Collection for Type Cultures, respectively. Bacteria were 
stored in mixtures of glycerol and broth solutions prior to growth for 
Raman measurements. For sample preparation, 0.5 mL of each mixture 
was added to 50 mL of each respective broth solution for overnight in-
cubation at 37 ◦C. A sample of each mixture (1 mL) was then transferred 
to new fresh broth solutions (50 mL) and incubated at 37 ◦C for a further 
4 h for E. coli and 7 h for S. epidermidis. 

To harvest bacteria cells, the solutions were centrifuged once to 
separate the cells from the broth solutions and centrifuged an additional 

two times in deionized water to wash off the remnants of the broth so-
lutions (Premasiri et al., 2011). Subsequently, the cells were mixed with 
solutions of the five chosen media (i.e., water, artificial urine, ground 
beef solution, milk, and nutrient broth) and diluted to OD600 = 0.4. 
Deionized water was used as the water medium, and artificial urine 
produced by Pickering Laboratories was used as the urine medium. 
Ground beef solution was prepared by dispersing 2 g of ground beef in 
20 mL of deionized water and filtered through syringe filters having pore 
sizes of 0.45 μm (Cho et al., 2015). Milk and nutrient broth media were 
prepared by diluting 1 mL of sterilized milk and nutrient broth solution 
each in deionized water to reduce solution viscosity and to more easily 
identify bacterial cells with Raman optical microscopy. Before Raman 
measurements, 5 μL of a bacteria-containing solution or the medium 
solution was dropped and dried on Ag-based SERS substrates purchased 
from Silmeco. SEM images of the SERS substrates were taken with a 
field-emission SEM (Hitachi S-4800; Supplementary Fig. 1). 

2.2. Raman spectra collection 

Raman spectra were measured using a dispersive Raman spectrom-
eter (ARAMIS, Horiba Jobin Yvon). A 514 nm Ar-ion laser with a power 
of 0.3 mW and a diameter of 1 μm was focused on the sample for 0.5 s 
per spectrum acquisition with a Raman shift range of 500–2000 cm− 1. A 
× 100 microscope and gratings with 1200 grooves per 1 mm were used. 
Assuming that the center of a cell would have maximized contact area 
with the substrate for best signal enhancement, the laser spot was aimed 
at the center of a bacterial cell. To perform five-fold cross-validation 
tests, 500 spectra of each class of E. coli, S. epidermidis, and residing 
medium were collected. For comparison with a focus on spectral fea-
tures, all spectra were normalized after removing major fluorescence 
backgrounds. Baseline correction was carried out on each spectrum 
using the iterative polynomial fitting method of 100 iterations with a 
fitting order of five (Liland et al., 2010). 

2.3. Deep learning architecture adaptation and training 

For accurate discrimination of bacteria and their residing media, we 
developed the DualWKNet model to analyze the obtained Raman 
spectra. The model comprises a dual-branch network, wherein a single 
network branch includes residual blocks and average pooling layers, 
followed by a self-attention block. The residual blocks in each branch 
have different kernel sizes, acting as filters that extract and learn various 
spectral features. The use of a multi branch network and a self-attention 
block was adapted from the multi-stream self-attention model (Han 
et al., 2019), which exhibits excellent performance in speech recognition 
capabilities. Additional details concerning the implementation of the 
model are provided in Supplementary Note 1 and in the Results and 
discussion section. 

To distinguish the spectra of E. coli, S. epidermidis, and the residing 
medium, DualWKNet returned probabilities for the three classes during 
both training and testing. The class having the highest probability was 
selected as the predicted class. DualWKNNet was written in Python 
language and utilized the Pytorch deep learning framework (Paszke 
et al., 2019). The model training was performed using the Titan V 
(NVIDIA, USA) GPU. 

2.4. Attributing the prediction of deep learning model 

We used the integrated gradient method to explain which input 
features contributed to our model’s class prediction (Sundararajan et al., 
2017). The integrated gradient indicates how much the input x ∈ Rn 

contributes to the predictions relative to the baseline, x′

∈ Rn, when 
there is a deep learning model represented by the function, 
F : Rn →[0, 1]. When ∂F(x)

∂xi 
is a gradient of F(x) along the ith dimension, 

the integrated gradient can be approximated with Equation (1). 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Bacteria spectra collection and limitations of PCA analysis 

Escherichia coli (E. coli NEB E4104S) and Staphylococcus epidermidis 
(S. epidermidis KCTC 1917) were selected as the target bacteria to 
demonstrate the detection of representative gram-negative and positive 
bacteria, respectively. Each bacterium was grown in its respective 
optimal broth solution and dispersed into different testing media solu-
tions where the two bacterial types have been reported to be identified. 
Artificial urine was selected as a medium to detect the two bacteria as 
indicators of urinary tract infections (Cegelski et al., 2008; Kloβ et al., 
2013), and nutrient broth solution was chosen as a common growth 
medium (Jonas et al., 2018; Saito et al., 2019). Water, ground beef so-
lution, and milk were selected for food safety analyses (Cho et al., 2015; 
Fan et al., 2011; Jaglic et al., 2010; Li et al., 2018; Sin et al., 2014; Zhou 
et al., 2014). Samples for Raman data collection were prepared by 
dropping and drying 5 μL of bacteria-containing solutions (OD600 = 0.4) 
onto commercial Ag-based SERS substrates consisting of dense 
Ag-coated nanopillar arrays with excellent Raman enhancement and 
uniformity (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1; Schmidt et al., 2012; Wu 
et al., 2017). 

Spectra of individual cells and their detection media were each 
collected 500 times with short acquisition times of 0.5 s. To prevent cell 

damage and graphitization that lead to spectra consisting mostly of 
graphitic peaks, the laser-filter values were optimized so that the laser 
intensities were not too strong, successfully producing Raman peaks that 
were eligible for class identification (Efrima and Zeiri, 2009). The 
average spectra are shown in the average plot in Fig. 1b, where the 
boundary lines represent the intervals for 5th to 95th percentiles. Here, 
it can be observed that the general shapes of the spectra for each class in 
a medium appeared similar. The medium contributes to the overall 
Raman signal by providing overlapping signals and fluorescence that 
may be due to concentrations or Raman cross sections that are larger 
than those of cells (Butler et al., 2016; Marotta and Bottomley, 2010; 
Yang et al., 2018). Therefore, individual spectra from each class can be 
difficult to differentiate by identifying clear peaks, and PCA was carried 
out to examine the statistical distribution of the data based on their 
principal components (Supplementary Fig. 2). Additionally, the average 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in each medium was calculated to support 
the distribution of the data points, because it is generally more facile to 
differentiate spectra with high SNR values (Supplementary Table 1). 
Accordingly, data measured in water and artificial urine had high SNR 
values greater than 10 and were more separated from other classes in the 
PCA plots. By contrast, the Raman data measured for ground beef so-
lution, milk, and nutrient broth had low SNR values below 4 and over-
lapped to greater extents, reflecting the limitations of classification 
using PCA. These observations suggest that advanced classification 
methods are required for more accurate results. 

Fig. 1. General experimental procedure with analyte images and measured Raman spectra. (a) Schematics of the general process of Raman data collection and 
analysis where a single spectrum is attained from a single cell and classified via deep learning. (b) Average Raman spectra for each class from 5th to 95th percentiles 
after background removal. 500 spectra were processed and averaged for each class. 
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3.2. DualWKNet deep learning model 

The proposed DualWKNet model comprises two separate network 
branches (Fig. 2a). Each network branch has three sets of residual blocks 
and average pooling layers, followed by a self-attention block. The re-
sidual block serves as a filter that extracts spectral features from a given 
input while the pooling layer reduces the number of spectral features 
and learning parameters and prevents overfitting. This differs from the 
1D ResNet model that uses residual blocks without a pooling layer and 
the DeepCID model that uses a max-pooling layer instead of an average 
pooling layer. Max pooling layers use maximum values of features in the 
filter window that lead to information loss, and average pooling layers 
are applied in DualWKNet to use average values that minimize infor-
mation loss and increase the overall classification accuracy (Supple-
mentary Table 2). The self-attention block then finds the correlation 
between spectral features to further identify important information so 
that the final fully-connected layer can return the probability of each 
class (E. coli, S. epidermidis, and residing media) for classification. 

Importantly, the DualWKNet model has a dual network so that the 
residual blocks of each network branch have different kernel sizes that 
allow the network branches to extract and learn different spectral fea-
tures. A residual block includes a convolution layer as a trainable filter, 
and the kernel size of the convolution layer can be viewed as the filter 
size. The optimal kernel size for analyzing Raman spectra measured in 
each residing media can vary, and a single branch network with fixed 
kernel sizes shows lower performance than the dual branch network 

because the kernel sizes may not be ideal for data measured in certain 
media (Results in Supplementary Fig. 3 and configurations in Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). However, a multi-branch network with more than two 
branches may result in overfitting because it has too many trainable 
parameters. Thus, our model was designed by configuring dual branch 
networks of appropriately different kernel sizes to maintain high clas-
sification performance for various media. 

The DualWKNet model also has large kernel sizes, or wide kernels, 
for accurate training of global features with few training data. Previous 
convolution neural network-based models learn global features of data 
by applying deep networks consisting of numerous convolution blocks to 
have large receptive fields that prevent the omission crucial information 
during analysis of spectral data (Luo et al., 2016). However, overfitting 
can occur with such deep networks with few training data, which leads 
to loss in classification accuracies (Supplementary Fig. 5). As a solution, 
our model was constructed to have shallow networks with three sets of 
residual bocks that have large kernel sizes (>15) in contrast to previous 
models that used small kernel sizes (three to five). This prevents over-
fitting and allows our model to have large receptive fields despite having 
fewer number of convolution layers. The representation in Fig. 2b shows 
that with larger receptive fields due to larger kernel sizes, more spectral 
features, or global features, can be considered for the analysis of 
important features for each class. 

Fig. 2. Configuration of the DualWKNet model. (a) Dual branch network where residual blocks extract spectral features and subsequent self-attention blocks learn 
the relations between spectral features. The final fully connected layer returns the probability of each bacterial class. (b) Simplified diagram of the DualWKNet model 
up to the second residual block to show the difference in receptive field area with differing kernel sizes. Each block represents a data point in a given Raman 
spectrum. The orange colored-area represents an example case with a kernel size of 7 while the green colored-area represents the case with a kernel size of 3. The 
orange regions cover larger areas due to a larger kernel size. 
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3.3. Five-fold classification results 

The DualWKNet model then successfully performs the classification 
task of Raman spectra of two bacteria (i.e., E. coli and S. epidermidis) in 
five different residing media (i.e., water, artificial urine, ground beef 
solution, milk, and nutrient broth) (Table 1). We conducted five-fold 
cross-validation tests to measure the classification accuracy of 
different learning models. The 500 spectra of each bacteria and medium 
class were divided into five random groups of equal data size. Each 
group in turn was used for classification, while the remaining data were 
used for training the learning model. The DualWKNet model demon-
strated the best classification performance in all residing media, 
compared with classical machine learning models (3-nearest neighbor 
(3-NN), support vector machine with PCA (PCA-SVM), and logistic 
regression (LR)) as well as previous deep learning models (i.e., 1D 
ResNet and DeepCID). Here, the classification performance in different 
media varied and was related to the calculated SNR values (Supple-
mentary Table 1). The data measured in water and artificial urine had 

high average SNR values of 22.8 and 11.2, which led to excellent ac-
curacies of 98.0 and 96.6%, respectively, with the DualWKNet model. 
However, owing to the lower average SNR values above 3.0 in ground 
beef solution, milk, and nutrient broth, the classification performances 
in these media were measured to be below 90% at 88.3, 86.4, and 
84.3%, respectively. Nevertheless, while the ResNet and DeepCID 
models produced no significant increases in identification accuracies 
compared with classical machine learning techniques in such noisy data, 
the DualWKNet model displayed accuracies of at least 3% or higher than 
all other techniques. 

For additional examination of the identification accuracy in each 
medium, confusion matrices were constructed (Fig. 3). The identifica-
tion accuracies (i.e., true positive rates) are shown in the red diagonal 
sections and correlate to the classification results of distinct media. The 
accuracy values exceeded 90% for those measured in water and artificial 
urine, whereas the average values of bacterial discrimination were 
approximately 90% in ground beef solution and milk. In nutrient broth, 
although the accuracies for separate bacteria identification were 83% or 

Table 1 
Comparison of the five-fold classification accuracies of DualWKNet, DeepCID, 1D-ResNet, and classical machine-learning techniques in identifying the two bacteria 
and their media.   

Accuracies (%) for Classification of E. coli, S. epidermidis, and Media  

Water Artificial Urine Ground Beef Solution Milk Nutrient Broth 

Machine Learning 3-NN 87.7 ± 1.4 82.1 ± 1.5 59.2 ± 1.0 56.5 ± 3.3 64.7 ± 2.6 
PCA-SVM 93.9 ± 1.6 91.7 ± 1.3 83.6 ± 1.7 82.1 ± 2.4 79.9 ± 2.0 
LR 94.5 ± 1.0 93.8 ± 1.2 83.1 ± 1.9 81.1 ± 0.5 80.1 ± 1.6 

Deep Learning 1D-ResNet 97.2 ± 1.3 93.1 ± 1.5 82.5 ± 2.3 79.0 ± 2.4 76.3 ± 1.4 
DeepCID 96.8 ± 1.3 94.0 ± 1.1 83.7 ± 1.4 79.7 ± 1.0 80.0 ± 1.8 

Our Model DualWKNet 98.0 ± 0.8 96.6 ± 1.1 88.3 ± 1.7 86.4 ± 0.9 84.3 ± 2.0  

Fig. 3. Confusion matrices representing the identification accuracy for each class of the proposed model. Each confusion matrix shows the classification accuracy of 
E. coli, S. epidermidis, and the residing media. The row represents the actual class, whereas the column represents the class predicted by the proposed model. Each 
entry in the confusion matrix was measured using five-fold cross-validation and is a percentage out of 500 bacteria. 
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below, it was highly unlikely to misclassify bacteria as the pure medium 
itself with misclassification rates of 0% for E. coli and 6% for 
S. epidermidis. 

3.4. Factors in identification of bacteria 

To examine the features for distinguishing different bacteria and 
their respective media, the contribution percentage for class identifica-
tion was determined at each wavenumber using the integrated gradient 
method (Sundararajan et al., 2017). As shown in Fig. 4, the average 
contribution spectra for the true positive spectra of the confusion 
matrices in Fig. 3 are plotted. True positive spectra are selected because 
they constitute most of the dataset in each class and can be used to 
analyze the truly contributing peaks for identification. As previously 
noted in Fig. 1, the general spectrum shapes of the two bacteria are 
similar to that of the medium, thus making the classification of indi-
vidual spectra challenging. The DualWKNet model significantly en-
hances the classification accuracy by identifying different key peaks, 
many of which are almost indiscernible in individual spectra (peak po-
sitions are noted in Supplementary Table 3), for reference during dif-
ferentiation. Therefore, in contrast to the average Raman spectra, the 
average contribution spectra of each bacteria in a medium appeared less 
similar because of their different peak positions in addition to varying 
contribution percentages, which is the basis for discrimination of noisy 

or similar-looking spectra. 
The contribution peaks are crucial for distinguishing different classes 

of a single medium, but the contribution peaks of a single bacterial type 
may not be identical in varying media. As shown in Fig. 4 and Supple-
mentary Table 3, the number of identified contributing peaks varied in 
each medium, and the peak positions were partially identical. For 
example, the maximum number of mediums showing specific similar 
peak positions was four near 1534 cm− 1 (assigned to hypoxanthine) in 
E. coli spectra and 733 cm− 1 (derived from adenine) in S. epidermidis 
spectra (Fan et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2018). For the 733 cm− 1 peak of S. 
epidermidis, it was not identified as a contributing peak in ground beef 
solution, but it was observed in the average Raman spectrum. As shown 
in Fig. 1b, the ground beef solution medium exhibited a peak at a similar 
position that overlapped with the bacterium signal and was not 
considered to be a significant contribution point for the bacterium in the 
respective medium. Thus, it was not essential for the same bacterium to 
have identical contributing peaks in all media. With numerous signal 
sources in a cell that overlap with medium signals with varying amounts 
of noise or diverse peak positions, different peaks may be more impor-
tant or identifiable in various media. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper presents highly effective and rapid separation-free 

Fig. 4. Average contribution spectra of each class in separate media. Classes measured in the same medium are arranged in rows, whereas the classes of same 
bacteria are arranged in columns. Peaks of a bacterium that are identical in up to four media are marked with pink bars. Other identical peaks are shown with 
grey bars. 
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identification of E. coli and S. epidermidis in various residing media by 
analyzing their SERS spectra with the novel DualWKNet deep learning 
model. By using a dual-branch network with different and wide kernel 
sizes, an optimal design for classification in multiple media was ach-
ieved to successfully identify common contribution peaks for classifi-
cation. Despite having interfering signals or noise from the media as well 
as limited amounts of training data, high classification accuracies up to 
98% were achieved with five-fold cross-validation tests. Overall, our 
approach provides a meaningful universal platform for potential 
biomedical applications and can be extended to examine more bacterial 
types as well as other media that are important for food or clinical 
analysis, such as blood. 
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